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the internet is generative
open, participatory, distributed, hackble, evolving



the web is healthy now
it’s open and generative



but likely many threats and struggles ahead



network throttled, sliced up



mobile web still thinks like a phone



web video looks like plain old TV



identity and data locked up in silos



security + privacy fail = web lockdown 



100
will we have an open web

years?



“We must use the generativity of the net
to create a constituency that will 
protect and nurture it.”
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“Guard the open 
nature of the 

internet.”



a global community of 
mozillians that use web technology 

to understand, participate and 
take control of their online lives



☁Open
internet

Build
technology 
and product

(eg. firefox)

Use tech to
drive participation
and understanding

(eg. drumbeat)



☁Open
internet

Artists
Teachers
Lawyers
(and more ...)

Developers
Localizers

QA
(and more ...)



3 examples



web made movie

goal: tell open web story, invent open cinema
who: filmmakers, <video> hackers, anyone



open web career track @ P2PU 

goal: spread open web skills, ‘hack’ attitude 
who: web developers, educators



visualizing the (open) internet

goal: show and explain the open web
who: artists, data hackers



Getting started (2010)

Introduce Drumbeat (web)
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Introduce Drumbeat (web)

Great projects (from community)



Getting started (2010)

Introduce Drumbeat (web)

Great projects ( (from community)

Build community (eg. events)



how can i get involved?

join the mailing list
participate in a project
go to a local event
run a project or event
spread the word



how do projects work?

three steps or levels
1. on site, people participating
2. project promoted by mozilla
3. mentoring, seed funding
only best projects get to level 3



what about local events?

simple 1 day ‘camps’
get people talking about the web
+ working on drumbeat projects
organizers kit under development
audience: mostly not geeks



find out more:

www.drumbeat.org
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